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Introduction 
Forage crnps occupy approximall'ly 
i m illion a<.:rcs in Kentucky. Forages 
p1•ovidc a majorily of Lhe nulr ilion 
for bt•cf, dairy, horsl', goal, shcl'p, and 
wildlife in the slate. In addit ion, forage 
l..l'Ops pl3y an environmentally friendly 
role in soil ..:onscrvatinn. waler quality, 
and air qu,llilr ·1hcrc arc over 60 forage 
species adapted to the dimale and soil 
rnndilionsofKcnlllck)'. Onlr lO Lo 12 of 
these species o{·cupy the majority of the 
acreage, bul within these species there is 
a tn.:nwndous variation 111 varieties. 
Tlus publil:ation was developed to 
provide a user-friendly guide to choosing 
Lhe bl'SL variety f<ir prodm.:ers based on 
a summary cl f<1rage yield and grazing 
tolerann: trials rnnducLcd in Kentucky 
over Lhc past 12 lo 15 years. Detailed 
variety reports and forage management 
publications arc available from your lo-
ml rnunl y agcnl or at lhc U111vcrs1t y of 
Kentucky forage Web site al www.uky. 
edu/ Ag/Forage by clicking on the "Forage 
Variety Tri a I" Ii n k. 
Species in This Report 
Red dover ('frifr,/iu111 pmLeuse L.) is 
a high-quality, ~hort-livcd, perennia l 
legume that is used in mixed or pure 
stands for pasture. hay, silage, green chop, 
soil improvemenl, and wildlife habilal. 
· tnis spcd cs is adapted to a widli range of 
d imal ic and soil con cl i lions and therefore 
is Vl'rsatilc as a forage crop. Stands of 1m-
pmwd varieties arc generally productive 
for two to three years, with the highcsl 
yields occ.:mring in the year following 
eslablishml•nl. Red dover is used pri-
marily as a renovation lcguml' for grass 
pasLmcs. lt is a dominant forage legume 
in Kentucky because it is relat ively easy 
to establish and has high forage quality 
and high yield. 
White dover (Trifoliwn repcus L) is a 
]ow-growing, perc;rnial pasturl' legume 
wilh while !lowers. It dillcrs from red 
d over 111 that the stems (stolons) grow 
along the surface or Lhe soil and 1.:an 
form advenl1lious roots thal may lead lo 
the clcvdnpnwnl of 1ww plants. Whitt~ 
dover is clas,;ifiecl mto ladino, Dutch, 
and i nlcrmediale l )'PC~. l hc i ntcrmed1alc 
types rnmbme the higher yield ufladinu 
with the grazing tolcnrncc of Lhc Dutch 
types. 
Alfalfa (lvlcdicngo snli11a) has histori-
cally been the highest yielding, highest 
quality forage legume grown in Ken-
tucky. It forms the basis of Kentucky's 
c.:ash h,l}' enll'rprisc and is an 1mportanl 
rnmpo1wnl in dairy, horse, beef, and 
sheep dicls and wildl ife habitat C:hc>0s· 
ing a good alfalfa varict r is a key step in 
cslabl ish i ng a sla nd ofal fa lfa. ·!he choic.:e 
of variel y can impac.:t yield, stand pt•rsis-
Lcntc, insccl and disease rcsistan1.:c, and 
grazing toleranc.:c. 
Orchardgrass (Dactylm glomcmla) is 
a high-quality, productive, mol-scason 
grass thal is well adapted lo Kentucky 
conditions.· I his grass is used for paslun•, 
hay, grcl'n c.:hop, and silage, bul il requires 
better management than Lall fcscue for 
higher yields, quality, and long stand Ii fe. 
It produces an open, bunch-lypc sod, 
making it very compatible with al falfa or 
red dover as a pasture and ha)' nop or as 
habitat for wildlife. 
Tall fescue (Feslum aru11di1wcea) is 
a produtllVl', wcll-aclaplcd, persistent, 
soil-conS1."rv111g, rnol-scason grass Lhal is 
grown on approximately5.5 million acres 
in Kc•ntucky. This grass, USC'cl for both 
har and pastu re, is the forage base for 
most of Ken luck y's livesto..:k cnlcrpnscs, 
pa rl1rnlarl)' bl'cfrall le. · Jlw pl'l·dom ina n t 
variety, KY3 1. wasdcvdopcd 111 Kentucky 
for lnng-lerm persistence but rnntains a 
fungal endophyle that produces alkaloids 
detrimental lo livestock production and 
rcproducLive health. Endophyte-free Lull 
fcsrnc varicLk•s produce no dctrinwnlal 
alkaloids, buL UK research shows that 
Lhey arc less pl'rsistcnl than KYJl. Nl'w 
novel enclophyll' Lall fescuci varieties 
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contain safecndnph)'tcs, whic.:h enh,rn1.:e 
stand persistence but cause no detrimen-
tal animal symptoms. 
Annual ryegrass (l.olium 11111/liflor11111) 
and perennial ryegrass (lo/i11111 perc1111e) 
arc high-quali t ), product1vc,coo!-season 
grasses used in Kentucky. Both have 
excepUonally high seedling vigor and 
arc h1ghlr palatable lo liwstock. Annual 
ryegrasses arc mcrcasing in use across 
Kentucky as more wi1 nter-hardr vanet-
ics arc released and promoted. Annual 
ryegrass is productive f<ir six lo c•tghl 
months when planted c,1rly f.ill (lall' 
Augusl/Scptl'mbl'r) and is used primar-
il)" for lalt' fall and l.'arl) lo latl' sprmg 
paslurc. Perennial rycgrass can be used 
as a short-lived hay or pao.;turc plant and 
has growl h rharactcrisl ks !.i m I la r lo tall 
fcscuc. It is less persistent Limn other 
cool-season grass species. ·1 hcrc ,u~ both 
diploid (two sets of chmnmsomcs) and 
tcLraploid (fimr set., of chromosomes) 
vanclics of perennial rregra~s. 'lclra-
ploids haw larger tillers and seedheads 
and wider lc,wes. ·n-traploid Lypt•s Lend 
Lo be taller and less dense Lhan diploid 
types, even in c-arlr stages of ~ ~ iwth. 
Diploid L ypcs produce more lilk-rs, have 
bcttcn,tand pc1~istcnce, and arc Lypic,tll)' 
more tolerant lo heavy grazing. 
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Table 1. Summ.iry of Kentudcy white clover yield tmls 2002·2017 (yield shown as a percent
age of the meain ofthe commercial varieties in the trial), 
lexinqton Princeton Quidtsand Eden SIMIie 
021.2 03 04 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 03 OS 03 
03 Mean3 
Varietv Tvn. Proorietor ]vr" 3vr 3-vr 2·vr 2-vr 3vr 2yr 3yr 3vr lvr 3vr 3yr 2y
r 2yr 3yr 3-yr 2yr 2Yr (ttrialsl 
Advantaae Ladina Allied Seed, L.L.C. 125 
106 11612) 
Alice lntennediate Barenbrua USA 
105 120 81 86 98(4) 
Avoca Dutch DLF International Seeds 59 
82 71(2) 
Barblanca lntennedlate Barenbrua USA 92 
-
Bombus Ladino Hood River 
108 -
Brianna Ladino DLF Pickseed USA 
105 -
CA ladina Ladino Public 100 124 
103 98 106/4) 
Colt lntennediate Seed Research of OR 90 57 
114 8713} 
Common Dutch Public 100 53 98 
78 82(4) 
Comoanion Ladino Orearo Seeds 87 94 92 
91(3) 
Crescendo Ladino Cal/West Seeds 105 140 
109 118/3) 
Crusader II Intermediate Allitd Seed. l.l.C. 90 50 
54 75 67(4} 
Excel Ladino Allfed Seed L.L.C. 100 
-
Domino Ladino Grassland Oreaon 
87 -
Durana Intermediate Penninqton 94 94 88 82 85 97 9
3 84 97 89 78 96 87 83 101 95 
Q0/16} 
GWC·AS10 Ladino AmoacSeed 
102 -
ln§laht Ladino Allied Seed L.L.C. 128 
-
lvorv Intermediate Cebeco 96 
-
lvorvll lntennedlate DLF International Seeds 86 
101 127 
105(3) 
Jumbo Ladino Amoac5eed 93 
-
Jumbo II Ladino AmoacSeed 
121 101 99 107(3
) 
Kopull lntennediate AmpacSeed 97 97 95 95 103 96 80 90 
9418) 
KY Select lntennediate KY. Aaric. Exo. Station 
98 95 
97(2) 
Neches Intermediate Barenbruo USA 
79 -
Ocoee Ladino Allled Seed, L.L.C. 89 74 
82(2) 
Patriot Intermediate Pennino ton 103 87 104 113 95 
117 117 99 82 78 88 104 104 100 98 99 
104(16) 
Pinnacle ladino Allied Seed, L.L.C. 120 
111 116(2) 
Ramoart ladino Allied Seed l.LC. 80 89 97 
83 
8714} 
Reaal Ladino Public 99 96 92 125 100 116 
118 129 147 123 107 100 104 
112(13! 
ReoalGraze Ladino Cal/West Seeds 127 140 10
2 103 111 134 
120(6) 
Renovation lntennediate Smith Seed Services 
83 85 85 85(3) 
Resolute Intermediate Southern States 63 
-
Rivendel - DLF Pickseed USA 40 
-
Seminole Ladino Saddle Butte Al:J. Inc 108 70 79 
114 93(4) 
SuoerHaifa lntennediate Allied Seed, L.l.C. 77 
-
TIiiman ii Ladino Caudill Seed 103 
-
WBDX Dutch Saddle Butte Al:J. Inc 
72 -
Will ladino Allied Seed, L.L.C. 107 162 150 132 
107 l 19 137 130 123 143 140 14S 136 
133(13) 
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly repor
ts to determine statistical differencts in forage yield between varieties. To find actual 
yields, look in the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. for example, the Lexington 
trial planted in spring 2010 was harvested three yeMs, so the final report would be·2012 
Red and White Clover Report" archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
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Table 2. Summary of Kentucky red dover yield trial$ 2001-2017 (yield shown as a percentage of the mean ofthe named commen::ial varieties in the trial). 
Lextnaton Princeton Quicksand Eden Shale 
01 1.2 02 03 04 06 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 03 OS 08 09 11 13 1S 01 03 05 08 10 03 08 10 Mean3 Varietv Proorietor 3vr' 3vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 3vr 12vr 3vr 3yr l2vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 3vr 2Yr lvr 2vr 2vr 3vr 2vr 2vr 2vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 3vr 3vr I (#trials) 
AA117ER ABI Alfalfa 110 87 92 96(3 
Bearcat Bren Youna Seeds 117 -
Cinnamon Plus Southern States 97 109 112 123 117 94 116 101 98 112 102 102 100 100 103 108 124 108 122 108(19) 
CommonO Public 96 97 63 84 92 70 59 67 96 72 77 79(11) 
Dominion Seed Research of OR 102 95 102 93 109 100(5 
Duration Osco Co. 86 1()0 106 97(3 
Emarwan Turf-Seed 91 117 106 101 99 103(5 
Evolve DLF Pickseed USA 98 99 96 98(3 
FF9615 Lacrosse Seed 106 -
Freedom! Barenbruo USA 127 123 96 118 91 100 108 106 109 99 101 97 107 110 110 136 107 116 95 107 108 111 103 119 106 115 102 100 140 109(29 
Freedom!MR Barenbrua USA 118 115 102 114 114 112 106 101 108 94 111 128 118 125 112(14) 
FSG 402 Allied Seed 104 114 10812 
FSG 9601 Allied Seed 89 -
Gallant Turner Seed 101 112 107 100 105{4 
Juliet Caudill Seed 84 93 90 84 59 82(5) 
Kenland (cert.) KY Ao.Exo Sta. 127 139 118 117 117 99 111 99 116 114 109 103 105 113 102 92 113 106 106 115 99 111 88 105 104 123 98 110 138 110(29) 
Kenland (uncert) Public 82 49 74 83 67 66 92 73(7 
Kenton KY Aa.Exo Sta. 119 109 90 95 112 l2l 95 105 112 94 93 99 106 98 98 103(15) 
Kenwav KY Ao.Exo Sta. 111 134 97 119 118 94 106 103 100 103 94 107(11) 
LS9703 Lewis Seed 107 86 97(2) 
Mominq Star Cal/West Seeds 90 90 90(2) 
Plusll Allied Seed 130 97 114(2) 
Quineaueli Caudill Seed 92 80 57 76(3) 
Red Gold Proseeds Marketina 81 89 102 91(3} 
Red Gold Plus Turner Seed 97 95 98 97(3) 
RedlanGraze II Americas Alfalfa 91 104 93 96(3) 
RedlandMax ABI Alfalfa 95 -
Robust II Seed Research of OR 110 108 109(2) 
Rocket Seed Research of OR 106 108 10712) 
RoioDlablo Great Plains 99 101 100(2) 
Raval Red Southern States 91 -
Rustier Ofearo Seeds 83 101 84 94 99 104 94(6) 
Sienna Great Plains 91 106 99(2 
Solid Production Service 98 84 79 87 86 76 84 85(7) 
SS-0303RCG Southern States 103 109 147 103 102 113(5 
Starfire Ampac Seed 99 -
Starfire II Cal/West & Amoac 101 111 107 112 110 112 115 111 110(8 
Tricle Trust 350 ABI Alfalfa 101 92 92 95(3) 
Vesna DLF-Jenks 53 96 75{2 
Wildcat Bren Youno Seeds 101 107 98 102(3 
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences in forage yield between varieties. To Ii nd actual yields, look 
in the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted in spring 2010 was harvested three years. so the final report would be ·2012 Red and White 
Clover Report· archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
• Number of years of data. 
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Table 3. Summary of Kentudcy alfalfa yield trials 2000-2017 (yi@ld shown as a perte
ntage of the mean of the commertial varieties in the test). 
Varwtv Chanicteri5tks' lexincaton 
Princeton 
Disease Reshtanc:e3 0()4,5 02 04 06 08 11 12 1S 01 OS 08 09
 11 
Varietv Prvorwtor FD Bw Fw An PRR APH Syr
7 Syr Syr 7yr 6yr 6yr Syr ]yr 4yr Sn Syr 6vr 4vr 
A-4440 Producers Choice 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
100 99 
AS22S Producers Choice s HR HR HR HR R 104 
107 
ACLonaview Newfield Seeds - HR - - - - 83 
Adrenalin Brett Youno Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
104 
Ameristand 403T America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
99 91 102 94 97 100 101 107 
Ameristand 403T Plus America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
104 94 
Ameristand 407TO America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
103 104 
Ameristand 427TO America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 109 
Anchormate ProSeed Marketina - - - - - - 100 
Arc (certified) Publk 4 LR MR HR - - 91 96 76 93 92 99 9S 86 
Archer Ill America's Alfalfa 5 HR HR HR HR 
HR 106 
Baralra 53HR Bartnbrua USA 5 HR R HR HR HR 
104 
Buffalo Public - - - - - - 90 82 86 80 89 91 9S 78 87 
Bulldno-505 Univ.of GA s - HR - R - 102 96 
Caliber Beck's Hvbrlds 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
99 105 99 
Charaer Beck's Hvbrlds 5 HR HR HR HR HR 
106 
Contender Beck's Hvbrids s HR HR HR HR HR 
99 
DK 140 Monsanto 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
95 100 
DKA43·13 Monsanto 4 HR HR HR HR H
R 102 
DKAS0-18 Monsa11to 5 HR HR HR HR H
R 110 
DG4210 Croo Production 4 HR HR HR HR H
R 
101 
I Dvnaaro Everlast United Aar. Prod. 4 HR HR HR HR 
R 101 
Enforcer Southern States 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
90 
Escalade Allied Seeds 5 HR HR HR HR HR
 
Evermore Southern States 5 HR HR HR HR HR
 99 
Expedition NEXGROW s HR HR R RR R 107 112 
96 
Feast +EV NEXGROW 3 HR HR HR R 
HR 106 
Fierce Beck's Hvbrlds 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 103 
FSG403LR Fann Sci. Genetks 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
FSG406 Allied Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
FSG408DP Allied Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR R 
105 110 
FSG 424 Farm Sci. Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
FSG426 Farm Sci. Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 102 
FSG SOS Allied Seeds s HR HR HR HR R 
FSG 524 Farm Sci. Genetics s HR HR HR HR HR 
FSG 528SF lewis Seed Co. 5 HR R HR HR 
R 107 
GA-535 Pref. Alf. Genetics 5 HR HR HR H
R HR 
Geneva NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR H
R HR 106 103 104 
Genoa NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR RR
 HR 112 99 98 118 
GH744 NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR HR 
MR 104 
Gunner Crnnlan Genetks 5 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
103 
lntearitv PGI Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
Kinafisher 243 Cal/West s HR HR HR HR HR 
98 
Kinafisher 4020 Leaacv Seeds 4 HR HR HR 
HR HR 101 
L447HD leaacv Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR HR
 105 
L449Aoh2 Leaacv Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
97 
l45SHD leaacv Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
Lancer Allied Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR 
HR 
101 
leaenDairv S.O Croobn Genetics 3 HR HR HR HR H
R 99 103 
Mariner Ill Allied Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR HR 
99 
Mountaineer 2.0 Croolan Gen. s HR HR HR HR HR 108 
Bowling Eden 
Giff~ Shale 
13 03 06 03 M.an6 
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Table 3. continued 
Bowling Eden 
Varietv Chllracteristics1 Lexinqton Princeton Greenl Shllle 
Disease Resistance1 0()4,S 02 04 06 08 11 12 15 01 05 08 09 11 13 03 06 03 Mean6 
Variety Proprietor FD Bw Fw An PAR APH Syr1 Syr Syr 7yr 6yr 6yr Syr 3yr 4yr Syr Syr 6yr 4yr 3yr 3yr 4yr 4yr (ttrialsl 
Ootimus Bren You no Seeds HR HR HR HR Hll 98 -
Perform Dairyland Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 106 -
PGI 459 Producers Choice 4 HR HR HR HR R 102 -
Phirst UniSouth Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR R ~OS 102 104(21 
Phoenix Southern States 5 HR HR HR HR R 113 99 102 106 101 94 96 102(7) 
Radiance HD Amoac Seed/Cisco 4 HR HR HR HR HR 101 105 103 103(3) 
Radiant-AM AmnacSeed 4 HR HR HR HR HR 97 -
Rebound 5.0 Cronlan Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR HR 103 103 108 104(31 
Rebound 6.0 Croolan Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR HR 104 101 103(2) 
Reaal Great Plains 5 HR HR R HR MR 103 94 99(2) 
Reward a PGI Alfalfa 4 HR HR R HR R 99 103 94 103 100(4) 
Saranac AR (certified) Public 4 MR R HR LR - 93 87 77 85 86 91 98 97 92 95 88 92 82 97 99 89 95 91(17) 
Summer Gold Beck's Hvbrids 4 HR HR HR HR HR 107 -
TrioleTrust 4SO ABIAlfalfa 5 HR HR HR HR HR 100 105 103(2) 
TrioleTrust 500 Central Farm Suoolv 5 HR HR HR HR HR 108 -
USG681HY UniSouth Genetics 6 HR HR HR HR - 113 -
Vernal Public 2 R MR - - - 93 95 94(2) 
Withstand Southern States 4 HR HR HR HR HR 100 90 96 100 87 114 98(6) 
WL319HO W-L Research 3 HR HR HR HR HR 108 -
Wl 327 W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 105 -
Wl338SR W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 101 -
Wl.343HQ W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 101 110 100 104(31 
WL348AP W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 99 -
Wl.354HQ W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 115 -
Wl357HQ W-L Research 5 HR HR HR HR HR 123 106 101 106 109(4) 
Wl.363HQ W-L Research 5 HR HR HR HR HR 105 103 105 104(31 
4m76 FFR/Sou St. 4.7 HR HR R HR R 116 -
4030 Bren Younn Seeds 4 HR HR HR HR HR 103 -
5-star Croolan Gen. 5 R HR R R R 97 99 98(2) 
53H92 Pioneer 3 HR HR HR HR HR 95 -
54032 Pioneer 4 HR HR HR HR HR 99 -
54V46 Pioneer 4 R HR HR HR R 99 -
55V48 Pioneer 5 HR HR HR HR HR 102 -
ssvso Pioneer 5 HR R Hr HR HR 111 105 10812) 
54VS4 Pioneer 4 HR HR HR HR HR 98 94 105 99(3) 
54V56 Pioneer - - - - - - 98 -
6400HT NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR HR HR 108 96 102(2) 
6415 NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR HR HR 103 105 104(2) 
6417 NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR HR HR 105 -
6420 NEXGROW 4 HR R HR R HR 106 -
6422Q NEXGROW 4 HR HR HR HR HR 112 102 107(2) 
6530 NEXGROW 5 HR HR HR HR HR 92 -
6552 NEXGROW 5 HR HR HR HR HR __ 105_ . --.&......- . ...___. . ·-· - ·- --1 Variety characteristics: FD= fall donnancy, Bw = bacterial wilt, fw = fusarium wilt, An= anthracnose, PRR = phytophthora root rot, APH-aphanomyces root rot. lnfonnation provided by seed 
companies. 
i The Bowling Green test is on soil infested with phytophthora and aphanomyces root rots. 
3 Disease resistance: S = susceptible, LR = low resistance, MR = moderate resistance, R = resistance, HR = high resistance. 
c Year trial was established. 
5 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to detennine statistical differences in forage yield between varieties. To find actual yields, look 
in the yearly report for the final year of each specific test. For example, the LeXington trial planted in spring 2008 was harvested for six years, so the final yield report would be ·2013 Alfalfa 
Report" archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
6 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
7 Number of years of data. 
Table 4. Summary of Kentucky Roundup Ready alfalfa yleld trlals 2011-2017 (yield shown as a
 percentage of the mean of the commercial 
varletlu In the test). 
Variety Characteristics 1 Lexlnqton Princeton Quicksand 
Disease Reslstance2 123.4 1S 11 13 1S 14 Mean
5 
Vuletv Pronrletor FD Bw Fw An PRR APH Svr' 
3vr Svr 4vr 2vr 2vr II trials! 
Alfaoraze 300 RR America's Alfalfa 3 HR R HR HR HR 94 9
5 93 99 93 95151 
Alfaoraze 600 RR Amerka's Alfalfa 6 R HR R R 102 
85 93 93(3} 
Amerlstand 405T RR America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 98 105 
97 100 98 93 99{6) 
Amerlstand 433T RR America's Alfalfa 3 HR R R HR HR 91 9
7 95 96 107 97151 
Amerfstand 44STQ RR Amerlca's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 10
4 101 100 102131 
Aohal ron RR Croolan Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR HR 100 
98 99{2) 
Conslstencv 4.10 RR Croolan Genetics 4 HR HR HR HR HR 99 102
 101121 
OKA-41-18RR Monsanto 4 HR HR HR HR HR 98 101
 100 100/31 
DKA 44-16RR Monsanto 4 HR HR HR HR HR 105 
100 103(2) 
Stratka RR Croolan Genetks 4 HR HR HR HR HR 98 
96 97121 
Tonnlca RR Croo Genetics 5 HR HR HR HR HR 106 
101 104121 
WL355 RR W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 100
 102 110 10413) 
WL3S6HQRR W-L Research 5 HR HR HR HR HR 100 9
9 96 98(3) 
WL372HQRR W LResearch s HR HR HR HR HR 102 106 
10412) 
428 RR AllledSeed 4 HR HR HR HR HR 93 
104 111 103[3) 
54R02 RR Duoont Pioneer 4 HR HR HR HR HR 98 109 104
 102 97 10215) 
55VR06 RR Ouoont Pioneer 5 HR R HR HR HR 9
0 99 95{2) 
55VR08 RR Ouoont Pioneer s - HR HR HR HR 108 -
6516R RR NEXGROW 5 HR - HR HR HR 106 109 108(2) 
l Variety characterlstks: FD= fall dormancy, Bw = bacterial wtlt, Fw = fusarlum wilt, An = anthra
cnose, PRR = phytophthora root rot, APH· 
aphanomyces root rot. Information proVlded by seed companies. 
2 Disease resistance: S = susceptible, LR = low resistance, MR= moderate resistance, R = resistan
ce, HR = high resistance. 
3 Year trial was established. 
4 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly report
s to determine statistical differences In forage 
yield between variet ies. To find actual yields, look in the yearly report for the final year of each sp
ecific test For example, the Princeton trtal 
planted In spring 2011 was harvested for five years, so the final yield report would be · 201 S Alfalfa Re
port" archived In the KY Forage website at 
www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
s Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
6 Number of years of data. 
dangrass regrows qukkly .ifler harvcsl 
and c:an be grazed sewral Limes during 
summer and early fall. 
Sorghum-sudangrass hybrids arc more 
vigorousandslightlyhigheryidclinglhan 
sudangrass. A larger 'ilcm size makes 
these hybrids less useful for har; there-
fore, they are commonly used (i1r baleage 
and grazing. 
Forage sorghum is used primarily as 
silage for liV<.'.stoc:k and is Lypicall} a one 
c:ul c:rop. IL grows 6-12 foct tall and is 
L ypic:ally harvested when the SCl'd is in 
the milk to sort dough stage. 
Pearl millet (Pc1111i~ctu111 ~~lnm:11111) is 
the mosl widely grown type of millet. 
It is well adapted to production systems 
d1arnc:lcrizcd by drought, low soil fcrlil-
it y, and high lentpcralure. It is higher 
yielding than foxtail millet and regrows 
rapidly after harVl'st 11 an 8- lo 10-inc:h 
stubble height is lcfl. Dwarf varieties, 
wh ic:h arc leafier and better suited for 
grazing, arc availabl'-'. 
The brown midrib or BMR trail is 
out ward expression ofa genetic: mutation 
in for.tge sorghum, sorghum-sudangr;.1ss, 
sudangrass and pearl millet. In most 
c:a1>cs, planls possessing the BMR trail 
contain less or altered lignin, making the 
plant morechgcstiblc and i11c:rcas111g a11i-
nml production. ·1 hcrcforc, 1L is desirable 
lo seed summer annuals whid1 have the 
BMR trait m addition lo other desirable 
cham:t(•ristics hkc high yield. With BMR 
v.irictiei., the midrib of the leaf appears 
brown or tannish in color. 
Teff, also refcrrt•d to as Summer Lovcg-
rnss (Emgrostis te.f), is a warm-season 
annual grass native lo Ethiopia and has 
been used asa grain crop for thousands of 
)'Cars. Rl.'t:('ntly, there has been consider-
able interest in Leff as a forage crop. It is 
high qualil )', pal.itablc, and line skmmed 
and thcrdi>re makes cxc:dlcnt har, 
Important Selection 
Considerations 
Local adaptation and seasonal yield. 
Choose a variet y/spedcs that is adapted 
Lo your region of Kcntuckr, as indic.:ated 
hy good pc1formanc:c anoss yt•ars and 
loc:alions in n•p\icated ) idd trials. Also, 
look for v.iriel1cs that arc produc:tivc in 
the dci,irl·d Sl'ason of use. For manage-
ment rcc.:ommcndalions,chl·ck with your 
rnunl r Exteni.ion agent or sec the fc1rage 
website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Foragc. 
,, 
Tlw following rnmprehensi\'e bul-
letins may b() esp(·dally useful: 
• Grain and Foragli Crop Guide for Ken-
tucky (AGR-18) 
• Establish111g Forage Crops (AGR-M) 
• Rotation.ii Grazing (ID-14]) 
• Extending Grnzing and Reducing 
Stored Feed Needs (AGR-199) 
• Forage lclcntific:alion and Use Guide 
(AGR-175) 
• Lime and Fertilizer lkcommenclations 
(AGR-1) 
Seed quality. Buy prcmium-qualiLr 
seed thal is high in germination and 
purity and free from weed seed. Bu} 
i.:crti(ied seed or proprict,1ry seed of an 
improved varicl )', An improved varicl y 
is one that has pcr(imncd well in inde-
pendent Lrials. Other inli>rmation on 
Lhc label will indudc the Lest date (which 
must be within Lhc pai,t nine months), the 
level of germination, and the amount of 
other crop and weed Sl!ed. Order SCl·d 
well in advanc:e of planting time to assure 
that it will be available when needed. 
Description of the Tests 
Yield trials. P[ols were seeded al the 
ni<.:ommcnded seeding r:He pcm( re and 
were planted into a p1 cpared seedbed 
with u disk drill. Plots were S feel by 15 
feel in a randomizl'd complete block 
dc!>ign with four replicnt1ons. Grass plots 
were l ypically fertilized with 60 pounds 
or actu.ll N per auc in March, after the 
first culling, and again in late sum mcrfi>r 
,\ Lota! of up tol80 pounds [WI' acre per 
season. Other fertilizers (lime, P, and K) 
were applied as nel'decl acrnrding to the 
U111wrsity of Kentm:ky soil test rernm· 
mcndations. · I he tests were harvested US· 
ing a sicklc·typc forage plot harvester to 
simulate a spring l:Ul hay/summer graz. 
ing/fall slot;kpile managcmcnl ,;vstem. 
Fresh weight samples were taken ~l cad1 
harvest lo calculalc pcn;enl dry mallcr 
prodm.: Lion. ,vtanagcmcnt practices fcir 
establishment. fcrtilil y, Wl'l'd <.:ontrol, and 
harwst timing were in a<.:rnrdancc with 
University of Kentucky rccomm(•nda· 
lions. 
. Grazing trials. Plots were 5 feet by Ei 
k•el 111 a randomized complete blo<.:k 
design, with each varict y rcpli<.:alcd six 
times. Plots were sccclccl al the rccom· 
mended seeding rak per anc and were 
planted into a pn•parcd st•cdblid using a 
disk drill. Grazing was mnlinuous from 
April to October. 
Plots were grazed down lo below ,1. 
1m:hcs qui<.:kly and were maintained 
al 2 Lo 1 inches (sometimes less) for 
the rema111dcr of lhc grazing sea-;on. 
~upplemcn la I hay was feel du nng periods 
or slowest growth. Visual ratings of per· 
n'nl sland were made in the fall several 
weeks after the c:allle were removed Lo 
Lheck stand survival after the grazing 
season and in the spring prior lo grazing 
to check on winter survival and ~pnng 
growth. Because trials were Sl'edcd in 
rows, persi<;tcn<.:c ratings were baSl'd on 
density w ilh in a row and not tol,11 grou ncl 
cover. Grass plots were fertilized with 60 
pounds ofoctual N per acre in the spring 
and :10 to 1rn pounds of ,1ctual N 111 car!v 
November after <.:attic or hor<;cs were r~· 
moved from the past um Other fcrt1h1,crs 
(! iml', I', and K) were applied as nc(•c\ecl 
.i<.:cording lo the Umvcrsil }' of Kmlu<.:ky 
soil l<·st rccomml'nd,1tions. M,magemcnl 
praC' litcs for l'Stablishmrnl. fert 11 it y, and 
we(•d control were in .1crnrdan<.:c with 
U111vcn,1t r of KcntuLk}' rccomnwnda-
lmns 
Results and Discussion 
Tlwsl' tables summarize long·Lcnn 
yield and stand pcrsislcnui data of rnm· 
nwro al, arictics that have bem entered 
in tlw UniVl•rsily of l,;entuck) tnals. 'lhc 
data arc li!>tcd as a pcrl:cntage of the mean 
of the commercial v;1riet1es entered in 
each sp('cifi<.: trial. In other words, the 
mean fiir cath trial i,; JOO pcr<.:cnl; vari· 
clics with pt·1Tenlab>cs over JOO yielded 
belier lh,111 avlirage, and vancl1es wilh 
per<.:cnlagc.s ]e<;S than JOO yielded lower 
than average. For the grazing trials, vari· 
dies with percentages over 100 pw,1sled 
bcllcr than awragc, and varieties with 
percentages lc,s than 100 persblcd less 
th,111 avc1,1ge. Also 111 the grazing Lnals, 
the alfalfa varieties were compan,d Lo 
Alfagrazc, and the foscuc vanelics were 
compared lo KY3l+ instead of the mean 
of all the commercial varieties. In the 
horse grazing lrials, the fescuc varieties 
were compared lo KY3l- instead of Lhe 
mean of all the rnmmcrdal varieties. 
Di reel, stal islical c:ompari sons of va ricl · 
ics cannot be made using the summarv 
tables, but these wmparisons do help 
to idcnlif) varieties fcir fu rther consid· 
eralion. Varieties that have performed 
better than avl~ragc over man\' ,·cars 
and al several locations have vcr)' ~talll~ 
perform,\ IKc; others ma)· have per fcirmecl 
very well in wet years oron particular soil 
t nx·s. · I hcsc details may inllucncc v.irict y 
choice, and the infiirm..l.l mn can be found 
in lhc yearly reports. Sec the footnote 
m l'ach table to determine which yearly 




Selecting a good foragl'. varict r is 
an 1mportanl first step in establishing 
a productive stand of forage. Proper 
management, beginn ing with seedbed 
preparation and continuing throughout 
l he life of Lhc st,md, is necessary for even 
the highcsl•yiclding varicl y lo produce lo 
its genetic potential. For more detailed 
information on yield and grazing tolcr· 
,mce within species, go tomdividual '2017 
repol'Ls on the fiirage Web sile. Sec bdnw 
for spe<.:i{ic reports. 'Jhc fiuage Web site 
rnnlains all reports from 2001 through 
20!7. 
Yield and Grazing 
Tolerance Reports 
Individual forage specie<; reports can 
be found al www.uky.edu/Ag/Foragc/ 
Forag,N aricl f l"lials2.hl m. 
• '.Wl7 Alfalfa Report (PR·727) 
• 2017 Red and \Vhilc Clover Report 
([>R-728) 
• 20!7 Orchardgrass Report (PR·729) 
• 2017 Tall Fesrnc and Bromegrass Re· 
porl (PR-730) 
• 20l7Timothyand Kentucky Bluegrass 
Report (PR·7:H) 
• 2017 Annu,11 and Perennial Rycgras<; 
and l-'cstulo1ium Report (PR·732) 
• ·2017 AlfalfaGrazing'folcranccReport 
(PR·733) 
• '2017 Red and \Vhite Clover lirazing 
'folerancc Report (PR·731) 
• 2017 Cool.~cason Grass Grazing Toler· 
ann · Report (PR·73S) 
• 2017Coo!.SeasonGrass Horsl'Grnzing 
Report (PR·736) 
• 2017 Annual Grass Rcporl: Warm 
Season and Cool Season (Cl'rl'als) (PR-
737) 2017 Long:li.:rmSummai)'ofKen· 
lu<.:k}' Forage Va net y Trials (PR·738) 
About the Authors 
G.I.. Olson is a research sp<"cialist, 
S.R.Smilh isan Extmsion pmfcssor,and 
C:.IJ.Teutsch is an hlension assod ale 
professor of Frn;1ges . 
Table 5, Summary of Kentucky tall fescue yield trials 200
0-2017 (yillld shown as a percentage of the mun of the c
ommarcial Yllrieties in the triall, 
lexilqton Princeton 
Qukksand 
011,2 03 OS 07 09 11 12 13 14 1S 00 0
2 04 06 08 10 12 1S 01 03 
05 13 Mean3 
Variety Pronrietor 3-vr4 2•Yf 3-
vr ]·Yr 3•Yf ]·Yr ]•Yf ]•Yr 3-yr 2-vr 2-vr 3-vr 3-y
r 3-vr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 2-vr 2-vr 2·vr 4-vr 3-Y
r (#trials I 
Atlas Select ProSeeds Marketina 
9S -
Aorilla ProSeeds Marketina 
93 -
Baauala Allied Seed 
91 96 
94(2) 




Bariane Barenbrua USA 87
 99 
95 94(3) 
Baralex Barenbruo USA 90
 
-
BarOotima PLUS E34s Barenbrua USA 
122 99 107 108 102 99 113 
99 100 96 93 103
(111 
Bronson AmoacSeed 88
 97 105 102 99 99 
IOI 91 103 102 99(10) 
Brutus Saddle Butte Ao. Inc. 
90 
-
Bull lmoroved ForaQes 
98 102 100 102
 104 99 97 
95 llllll8l 
Caiunll Smith Seed Services 
97 105 99 99 
101 104 90 99(71 
Carmine DLF International 99 
97 98(2) 
oe Cowairl Rose-AQriSeeds 
94 
102 100 98 
C>Ql4I 
Dominate Allied Seed 
92 99 
96(2l 
Drover Barenbruo USA 
105 117 
111/2) 
DuraMax GOtol DLF International 
102 106 
104(21 
Enhance Allied Seed 
93 107 
100{2) 




Festival Pickseed West 107 
102 107 
105(31 
Flourish Allied Seed 
92 
101 97(21 







Hoedown DLF International 104 
106 105(2) 




JesuoEF PenninQton Seed 
98 105 
103 100 102(4) 
JesuoMaxQS Penninaton Seed 
98 101 110 103 100 93 106 103 
94 95 100 98 98 100 
102 100 100(16) 
Johnstone ProSeeds Marketino 108 
-
KENHY KY Aaric Exo Sta. 
89 
-
Kentuckv 32 Oreoro Seeds 
93 94 101 




Table 5. continued 
Lexhiaton Princeton Quicksand 
011,l 03 05 07 09 11 12 13 14 15 00 02 04 06 08 10 12 15 01 03 05 13 Mean1 Variety Proprietor 3-yr4 2-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 2-yr 2-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 2-yr 2-yr 2-yr 4-yr 3-yr (ltrial$) 
Kokanee AmpacSeed 89 86 88(2) 
KYJ1+5 KY Aaric EXD Sta. 118 112 108 102 102 93 95 103 100 96 108 104 104 93 112 101 92 124 98 110 110 104(211 
Lacefield MaxQ us Penninoton Seed 109 97 104 93 101 106 105 113 104(8) 
Maximize Turf-Seed 95 93 97(4) 
Martin2 Protek5 DtF International 104 -
Nanrvo JaD. Grassland ForaaeSeed/ 96 -
Noria ProSeeds Marketinq 98 -
RAD-ERF50 Radix Research, Inc. 113 -
Resolute AmvacSeed 90 65 78(21 
Savorv DLF International 91 -
Seine Advanta Seeds 96 -
Select Southern States 106 94 99 99 98 90 100 97 103 100 105 97 105 102 105 99 100 99 112 102 91 99 100(22) 
SS-0705TFSL Southern States 99 98 103 100(31 
Stockman Seed Research of OR 108 101 97 105 103(4) 
Teton II Mountain View Seeds 107 105 96 99 103(41 
Texoma MaxQ us Penninaton Seed 95 -
Tf0203G Seed Research of OR 87 -
Tower Protek5 DtF International 98 -
Tuscanv Foraae Genetics 112 -
Tuscanv II Seed Research of OR 97 98 106 100(3) 
SCAN BrettYounQ 86 -
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences in forage yield between varieties. To find actual yields, look in the yearly report for the final 
year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted in fall 2012 was harvested three years, so the final report would be "2015 Tall Fescue Report· archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/ Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
5 KY31+ contains the toxic endophyte. Jesup MaxQ Texoma MaxQ II, tacefield MaxQ II, OuraMax GOLD, Martin2 Protek. Tower Protek and Estancia Arkshield contain a non-toxic endophyte. Ba/Optima PLUS E34 contains a 
beneficial endophyte. The other fescue varieties in this table do not contain an endophyte. 
e 
Table 6. Summary of Kentucky orchardgrass yield trials 2002-2017 tyield shown as a percen
tage of the mean of the commercial varieties in the trial). 
leJCinqton Princeton 
Quicksand 
20031.l 2006 2007 2009 2011 2012 2013 2014 201S 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2
01S 2003 2005 2010 2013 Mean' 
Varietv Proorietor 3-vr4 4-vr 3-vr 3-vr 3-vr 3-vr 
3-vr 3-vr 2-vr 3-vr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-yr 3-vr 2-vr 3-vr 4-vr 3-
vr 3-vr !ttrialsl 
Abertoo Penninaton 
71 -
Ambassador DLF International Seeds 
95 -
Ambrosia American Grass Seed Prod. 
90 -
Benchmark Southern States 
113 -
Benchmark Plus Southern States 100 108 105 10
6 97 109 104 107 107 104 102 107 107 1
02 94 102 104(16) 
Bountv Allied Seed 101 
98 100(2) 
Centurv Seed Research of Oreoon 98 
104 101121 
Checkmate Seed Research of Oreaon 102 11
7 106 
108131 
Christoss Proseeds Marketina 92 
-
Command Seed Research of Oreaon 
87 -
Crown DonlevSeed 97 
101 105 
101(3) 
Crown Rovale Plus DonlevSeed 
108 97 
103(21 
Elise Rose-AariSeed 86 
98 98 94(3) 
Endurance DLF International Seeds 
104 -
Extend Allied Seed 107 
100 105 108 
105(4) 
Hallmarl( James Vanleeuwen 102 
103 98 96 
100(4) 
Harvestar Columbia Seeds 91 97 
94 106 1
00 102 100(6) 
Havmaster Southern States 94 102 
97 98(31 
Haymate Southern States 
106 103 
105(2) 
Icon Seed Research of Oreoon 105 
98 102(2) 
lnavale DLF Pickseed USA 
98 97 
98(2) 
lntensiv Barenbruo 102 
-
lazulv Proseeds Marketina 
97 -
LG-31 DLF International Seeds 
92 -





Niva DLF International Seeds 
81 -
Olathe DLF Pickseed USA 
108 112 
110(2) 
Palute DLF International Seeds 108 
-
Persist Smith Seed 123 105 106 107 
112 106 100 103 110 101 105 102 101 1
08 101 102 103 106(17) 
Potomac Public 103 96
 97 103 116 102 98 108 101 98 
102 94 111 102113) 
Prairie Turner Seed 107 101 109 10
6 113 123 108 102 104 100 104 99 104 96 105 
107 120 102 106(18) 
Prodiov Caudill Seed 101 99
 97 103 101 
95 99(6) 
Profit AmoacSeed 107 96 98 
103 96 97 88 103 102 102 96 
115 96 100{13) 
RAD-LCF 25 Radix Research 
99 102 101121 
Shawnee Rose-AoriSeed 
86 -
ShilohU Proseeds Marketina 
117 
-
SS07080GDT Southern States 
91 108 100 
100(3) 
Takena Smith Seed 
100 -
Tekena II Smith Seed 110 102 
109 106 104 
106(5) 
Tekaoo AmoacSeed 91 81 82
 78 82 76 80 98 86 92 8
2 105 91 81 89 116/15) 
Treoosno Hood River Seed 
93 99 
96(21 
Tucker Oreoro Seeds 96
 96 102 96 
85 95151 
Udder Improved Foraaes 100 107 
102 106 99 
10315) 
Vailliant Proseeds Marketina 96 
-
Vision Croomarl( Seeds 63 
67 65(2) 
1 Year trial was established. 
1 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions. but refer to specifi
c yearly reports to determine statistical differences in forage yield between varieties
. To find actual yields, look in the 
yearly report for the final yearof each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial 
planted in fali 2012 was harvested three years, so the final report would be ·201 S Or
chardgrass Report" archilli!d in 
the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
l Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
Table 7. Summary of Kentucky t imothy yield trials 2000-2017 (yield shown ,u a percentage of the mean of the commardal varieties In the trial). 
LexJnaton 1 Quicksand Princeton 
001,2 01 02 06 07 08 09 11 12 13 14 15 99 01 00 04 Mean3 
Varletv Proprietor/KY Distributor 2 .. ..-. 3vr 4vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 3.,,. 3vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 2vr 2Vr 3vr 2w lf#trlabl 
Alma Newfield Seeds Co/Caudill Seed Co. 81 -
Auroro General Feed and Grain 100 98 99t2l 
Barfleo Barenbrua USA 95 91 101 108 81 95(5} 
Barcenta Barenbrua USA 74 82 82 79(31 
Clair Kv Aerie. Exo. Station 104 113 107 95 107 104 112 99 97 111 l 03 106 122 106t13l 
Classic Cebeco International Seeds 100 86 86 9113i 
Cllmax Canada Aar. Res. Station 79 102 104 98 102 100 82 96 88 95(91 
Colt FSGrowmark 105 100 90 112 99 101151 
Common Public 95 -
Comtral Caudill Seed 92 92 92(21 
Oerbv Southern States 112 111 106 112 108 112 119 127 124 11519) 
Dolina DLF International 99 90 95121 
Exnress Seed Research of Or..,.on 95 91 97 95 95(41 
Hokuel Snow Brand Seed 103 -
Hokusei Snow Brand Seed 96 99 9812) 
Joliette Newfield Seeds Ca/Caudill Seed Co. 86 89 90 88131 
Jonaton Newfield Seeds Co/Caudill Seed Co. 84 -
KY Earlv Smith Seed/Central Farm Sunolv 102 103 115 102 119 104 103 107(7} 
Outlaw Grassland West Comnanv 107 -
Richmond Plckseed Canada Inc. 100 103 102(2) 
Summeroraze Brett Youna 96 -
Summit Allied Seed L.LC. 112 -
Talon Seed Research of Or..,,on 110 112 108 106 109 l0915\ 
Tenho Barenbrua USA 84 -
Treasure Seed Research of Or....,on 103 115 103 101 108 106f5\ 
Tundra DLF International 95 -
Tuukka Amnac Seed Comcanv 94 88 91 93 92[4) 
Varls Mountain View Seeds 83 -
Zenvatta DLF International 103 -
1 Year trial was established. 
1 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports ta determine statistical differences In forage yield between varieties. 
To fmd actual yields, look in the yearly report forthe final year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted In fall 2012 was harvested 1h1ee years, so 
the final report would be·201 5 Timothy and Kentucky Bluegrass Report" archived In the KY forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trlals. 
4 Number of years of data. 
T•ble 8. Summ•ry of Kentucky bluegrllSs yleld trlals at Lexington 1996-2017 lyleld shown as a percentage ofth• mean of the 
commercial varieties In the trial). 
Lexlnaton 
Proprietor/KY 961,2 03 04 06 07 08 09 10 t1 12 13 14 Mean3 
Varletv Distributor 3v..-. 2vr 3vr 4vr 3vr 3vr 3.,. 3.,, 3vr 3vr 3vr 3vr I l#trlalsl 
Adam 1 Radix Research 98 -
Barderbv Barenbrun USA 94 101 91 98 87 103 101 95(71 
Bia Blue Rose-AnrlSeed 82 95 89(21 
Common Public 71 66 68 68131 
Glnner ProSeeds Marketrnn 89 118 119 114 118 112 107 110 107 95 109(101 
Kenblue Public 90 102 133 96 95 118 95 100 10418\ 
Lato Turf Seed Inc. 110 122 116121 
Park (certified) Public 90 95 104 96[3i 
RAD-5 Radix Research 103 
RAD-339 Radix Research 101 
RAD-643 Radix Research 94 -RAD-731zx Radix Research 87 -
RAD-762 Radix Research 94 -
RAD-1039 Radix Research 118 -
Slezanka DLF International Seeds 111 -1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statlstlcal differences 
In forage yield between va rle!les. To find actual yields, look In the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. For example, 
the Lexington trial planted In fall 2012 was harvested three years. so the final report would be ·2015 Timothy and Kentucky Bluegrass 
Report" archived In the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. The 96 and 03 Lexington results are In the appropriate Tall 
Fescue Reports. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included ln two or more trials. 
4 Number of yearsof data. 
u 
Table 9. Summary of Kentucky annual ryegrass yield trials 2000-2017 (yield shown as 
a percentage of the yield value of Marshall). 
Lexin ;ton1 Princeton Mean
4 
Varietv Tv"" ProDrietor 031.J 04 05 06 07 
08 09 to 10 ,, 12 12 13 14 15 16 00 02 l(ftrials) 
Abundant tetraploid AmoacSeed 12 
-
Acrobat - Proseeds Marketina 144 
-
AE110 Westerwold tetraolold Picksttd USA. Inc. 
89 100 9~r,) 
Amo Westerwold tetraolotd Columbia Seeds 
7S -
Andy Westerwold tetraolold DLF International 
97 -
Assist Westerwold dioloid SaddleButte 
88 -
Attain Westerwold tetraoloid Smith Seed Services 
111 52 69 90(2) 
Avance Westerwold diploid DLF International 
107 -
Barextra Italian 1'traploid Barenbrua USA 
121 -
Barmultrall Italian tetraploid Barenbrua USA 
133 103 95 125 108 117(
4) 
Bia Bano - BrettVouna 6
7 -
Bia Boss Westerwold tetraolold Smith Seed Services 
98 86 38 73 
86[3) 
IBloOaddv Westerwold tetraolold FFR/Sou. St. 
86 98 82 88 87 88(5
1 
BIii Westerwold diploid Smith Seed Services 
62 -
Branaus Italian tetraoloid KB SeedSoiutions 
94 -
Bruiser Westerwold dioloid AmoacSeed 
65 105 100 104 86 100 105 95 86 
9318) 
Common - Public 
83 87 85(2) 
Centurion Westerwold diolold Mountain View Seeds 
97 132 100 110(3) 
DH-3 Italian tetraoloid AlltedSeed 
91 27 89 
69(3) 
, . ..,_ DiamondT Italian tetraploid Orearo Seeds 8 
-
Dixie Gold Westerwold tetraoloid Caudill Seed 
19 -
Domino Italian tetraoloid DLF International 
120 -
Ovna-Gain Westerwold dioloid Columbia Seeds 
7l -
Ed Westerwold diploid Smith Seed Services 
96 101 100 98(2
) 
Fantastic Westerwold diploid AmPacSeed 48 84 
88 86(3) 
Feast II Italian tetmiloid Amoac Seed 
35 113 109 81 93 71 47 S6 88 80 127 
85110) 
FlvinoA Westerwold dioloid Oreoro Seeds 39 
59 -
Fox Italian diploid DLF International 
109 -
Fria Westerwold diPloid AllledSeed 
95 87 89 104 81 85 98 89(6) 
GR-AS10 Italian AmoacSeed 
113 -
Graze-N-Gro Westerwold diploid Seed Research of OR 114 67 
91(2) 
Grttn Fann Westerwold diploid Smith Seed Services 
85 -
Gulf Westerwold diPloid Public 67 
26 87 78 16 72 27 69 60 87 79 79 
71(11) 
Hercules Westerwold tetraolold Baienbnin USA 
91 68 108 10012) 
HS-1 Italian dlploid KB SeedSolutlons 
72 -
Jackson Westerwold dioloid The Wax Co. 66 100 62 103 59 
101 99 106 106 91 77 69 100 99 97 90 
92(14) 
Jumbo Westerwold tetraoloid Barenbruo USA 112 
-
KB Roval Italian diploid KB SeedSolutions 
83 -
Kosoeed Westerwold dioloid Smith Seed Services 
80 92 86(21 
Kowinearlv Westerwold dioloid Smith Seed Services 
95 96 96(21 
conrinued 
-... 
Table 9. continued 
Lexi• .,.on1 Princeton 
Varietv Type ProDrietor 031,J 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 10 11 12 12 13 14 1S 16 00 02 
LHT-102 Intermediate AmnacSttd 100 
Marshall Westerwold dinloid The Wax Co. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Maximo lntennediate tetraoloid Pickseed USA. Inc. 101 
Melouatro Italian tetranloid Hood River Seed 135 
Meroa Westerwold dioloid Smith Seed Services 93 102 
MX108 Westerwold tetraoloid Pickseed USA. Inc. 95 114 
Nelson Westerwold tetranloid The Wax Co. 86 93 65 77 105 97 
Orvx Italian dinloid Hood River Seed 100 
Passerel Plus Westerwold dioloid Penninoton Seed 103 
Primecut Westerwold brand OreoroSeeds 94 
Rio Westerwold dlnlold - 98 99 
Soark tetranloid DLF International 
Stockald dioloid - 82 
Striker Westerwold tetraoloid Seed Research of OR 90 
TAMTBO Italian tetranlold Tex. A11 Exo Sta. 47 101 108 95 79 
Tam90 Italian dioloid Tex. Ao Exo Sta . 49 78 88 
TetraPrime Italian tetraoloid Mountain View Seeds 101 96 104 91 
TetraPro Italian tetranloid Tex. Ao Exn Sta. 40 
TillaaeRootMax Westerwold dioloid Cover Croo Solutions 82 90 
TillaoeMax-Bristols Westerwold dinloid Cover Cron Solutions 90 91 
TillaoeMax-lNDY5 Westerwold dinloid Cover Cron Solutions 89 90 
T--Rex Westerwold tetraoloid SaddleButte 11 
Unne Italian tetranloid Hood River Seed 102 
Verdure Westerwold tetranloid Smith Seed Services 86 42 S8 
Winterhawk Westerwold dinlold OrearoSeeds 104 117 92 119 
Winter Star Italian tetraolold AmoacSeed 99 
Zorro Italian tetraoloid DLF International 132 134 
1 In annual ryegrass, low yielding varieties usually result from winterkill. Note: Due to severe winterkill, yield results from the 2006 and 20 l fplantings were not included in the over a II mean. 





























3 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions. but refer to specific yearty reports to determine statistical differences in forage yield between varieties. To find actual yields, look in the 
yearty report for the final year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted in fall 2015 was harvested one year, so the final report would be "2016 Annual and Perennial Ryegrass and 
Festufolium Report· archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
4 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
s These are TillageRootMax that included crimson dover and/or tillage radish. 
Table 1 o. Summary of Kentucky perennial ryegrass yield trlals 2000-2017 (yleld shown as a percentage of the mean of the c
ommercial varieties In the trial). 
Bowling 
LexlnQton Princeton Green 
011,2 03 04 OS 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 00 02 00 03 MeanJ
,4 
Varletv Tvoe PtoDrletor 2v,s 2vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 3vr 3vr 3vr
 2vr 3vr 3Yt 3vr 2vr 2vr 2Yt 3vr 2vr 2Yr lltrlalsl 
Aires diploid Ampac Seed 95 
93 9412) 
Albion tetraolold Grasslands Oreaon 
105 103 104(2) 
Amazon tetraolold AorlBloTech 99 
107 103{2) 
Anaconda tetraolold Caudill Seed 
95 103 99(21 
Aublsoue tetraolold Seed Research of OR 144 
99 122(21 
Bandit tetraolold Grassland West 
106 114 110(2} 
Barvltra dlolold Barenbruo USA 
104 -
BastionC-2 tetraolold Seed Research of OR 91 
-
Bestfor tetraolold lmoroved Foraaes 
113 107 120 113(3} 
Best for Plus hybrid 
tetraoloid 
Improved Forages 116 108 118 
136 120(4) 
BG-34 dtolold Barenbruo USA 83 85 





Boost tetraolold Allied Seed 130 12S 1
20 143 110 103 102 119(7) 
Boxer tetraolold AarlBioTech 
106 -
Callbra tetraolold DLF International 96 1
09 81 99 103 96 87 100 112 98{9) 
CASMP64 dlolold Cascade International 97 
-
Citadel tetraolold Ao Canada 
94 113 103 103131 
Crave tetraolold AmoacSeed 
9S -
Oerbv - Publk 
74 -
Elena OS tetraolold Allied Seed 
110 -
Eurostar tetraolold Seed Research of OR 112 
-
Everlast dlolold CaudlllSeed 
104 -
Feeder diploid Seed Research of OR 76 
-
GrandOaddv tetraolold Smith Seed 118 101 109 
76 92 84 86 107 111 98(9) 
Green Gold tetraolold Grasslands Oreoon 96 
-
Herbal - ProSeeds Markellno 77 -
lmoressarlo tetraolold DLF International 1
07 92 100(21 
Kentaur tetraolold DLF International 
106 117 112(2) 
Lacta1 tetraolold BrettYouno 1
02 -
Lasso dlolold DLF International 98 
-
LHT-102 tetraolold Amoa, Seed 
114 -
Linn kertlfiedl dlolold Public 98 98 102 98 85 84 101 
92 93 80 95 83 89 87 88 77 91(16) 
Manhatten diolold - 85 -
Mara dlnlnld Barenbruo USA 
85 -
Matrix dlolold Croomark seeds 77 
64 -




Orantas dlolold DLF lnternatlonal 8
2 -
Ortet tetraolold Oreoro Seeds ll4 
-
PavOav tetraplold Mountain View Seeds 
101 103 99 10113) 
Pollvll tetraolold FSGrowmark 
110 12S 118(2) 
Polly Plus hybrid 
tetraolold 
Allied Seed 64 
60 62(2) 
Power tetraolold AmoacSeed 110 
103 102 100 109 104 95 101 107 104(9) 
Pollm tetraolold DLF International 
106 -
Quartermaster tetraclold Radix Research 122 
-




Radix Research 134 
-
RAD-Ml125 hybrid Mountain View Seeds 120 
-
tetraolold 
Remlnaton tetracloid BarenbruQ USA 
95 117 106(2( 
Remington tetraplold Barenbrug USA 
119 99 109(2) 
PLUSNEA2 
Sierra diolold l ewis Seed Co. 89 
-
TetraGaln tetraolold Pure Seed 
111 -
TetraMaa tetraplotd Mountain View Seeds 
110 136 123(21 
Tonaa tetranlnld Kinas AorJSeeds 96 1
03 100( 2) 
Verseka tetraclold Allied Seed 
75 -
Victorian dlclold Caudill Seed 
104 83 94(21 
Yatsvn dlclold Barenbruo USA 
89 -
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use thls summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly repo
rts to determine statistical differences In forage yield between varieties. 
To find actual yields, look fn the yearly report for the final year of each specific trtal. For example
, the Lexington trial planted In fall 2012 was harvested three years, so 
the final report would be"2015 Annual and Perennial Ryegrass and Festulollum Report· archive
d In the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
4 In perennial ryegrass, low yleldlng varieties usuany result from wfnterkill or summer mortality. 
s Number of years of data. 
M 
Table 11. Summary of Kentuclcy f.stulollum yltld trials 2001-2017 (yield shown as a percentage of the mean of the commerclal varieties In the 
trlal).1 
Ltxlnaton 
200t3•4 2005 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Means 
Vartetv TvDe2 Pronrletor 2vr6 3vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 3vr 2vr 3vr 2vr 2vr l#trtalsl 
Aoula MFxlR Allied Seed 94 -
Barfest MFxPR Barenbrua USA 105 101 107 119 91 97 103(6) 
Bonus MFxlR Allied Seed 93 46 32 34 51(41 
Duo MFxPR Amn.1cSeed 89 98 99 95 106 103 96 96 89 97r91 
Fellna TF x IRl xTF DLF International 104 132 118 134 114 96 l 16f6i 
Foltan l(TF x IRJ xTF DLF International 112 101 124 92 72 86 98f6\ 
Gain MFxlR AIUed Seed 103 77 52 75 77141 
Hoslvn MFxlR DLF International 107 110 106 108/31 
Hvkor (TF xlRl xTF DLF International 133 141 153 131 119 107 131161 
Lofa ITF X Intl X Int DLF International 105 107 110 128 112 95 11016\ 
Mahulena ITF x IRl xTF DLF International 131 109 107 116(3\ 
Meadow Green - Pure Seed 37 34 36121 
Perseus MFxlR DLF I nternatlonal 132 114 126 123 110 116 120161 
Perun MFxlR DLF International 127 l14 107 131 110 106 116161 
Rebab ITfxlRlxTF DLF International 94 77 86f2l 
Sorlnn Green MFxPR Turf-Seed 96 111 114 101 113 112 114 110 103 106 1081101 
Sweet Tart MFxlR ProSeeds Marketlna 88 82 63 62 74(41 
1 The festulollums were In fescue trials from 2001-2005 and In perennial ryegrass trials from 2008-2009. 
2 MF= meadow fescue, TF = tall fescue, IR= ltallan ryegrass, PR= perennial ryegrass, Int= Intermediate ryegrass. 
3 Year trial was established. , 
4 Use 1hls summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statlstlcal differences In forage yield 
between varieties. To find actual yields, look tn the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted In fall 
2012 was harvested three years, so the final report would be"2015 Annual and Perennial Ryegrass and Festulollum Report• archived In the KY Forage 
website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Farage. 
5 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
6 Number or years of data. 
Table 12. Summary of Kentucky bromegrass yield trials at Lexington 2006-2017 (yield shown as a 
percentag• of the mean of the commercial varieties In the trial.I 
Proprietor/KY 20061,2 2008 2010 2012 2014 2015 
Varlttv Tvne Distributor 4-vr4 3-vr 3-vr 3•vr 3-vr 2-vr 
AC Knowles hubrld Aarlculture Canada 85 82 102 89 
Blafoot hvbrld Grassland Or...-ion 108 116 105 
Canterburv mountain Barenbruo USA 79 
Carlton smooth Plckseed USA 82 95 
Deina smooth Barenbrun USA TT4 108 
Fleet meadow Anrlculture Canada 110 109 
Hakarl Alaska Barenbruo USA 85 85 
MacBeth meadow Cisco Seeds 136 119 107 116 106 
Oloa smooth Barenbrun USA 116 101 
Peak smooth Allied Seed 97 100 94 
Persister loralrle DLF International 72 
RAD-Bl29 smooth Columbia Seeds 96 86 















2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine 
sta!lstlcal differences In fa rage yield between varieties. To find actua I yields, look In the yearly report for the final 
year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted In fall 2012 was harvested three years, so the 
final report would be"201 S Tall Fescue and Brome Report" archived In the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/ 
Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respec11ve variety was Included In two or more trials. 
~ Number or years of data. 
Table 13, Summary of K•ntucky sudangrass yield trials 2008-2017 (yield s
hown u a percentag• of the mean of th• comm•rdal varieties In the trtal). 
Lextnoton Princeton 
Proprl•torJKY 20081.2 2009 2010 1 2011 2012 2013 
2014 I 201s I 2016 I 2017 2017 Mean3 
Varfetv Distributor 
All trta1s ar• 1 ,ear vlelds (#trials) 
AS9301 BMR4 Alta SeedYRamer Seed 
118 -
AS9302 BMR (Brachvtlc Dwarf) Alta Seeds/Ramer Seed 
124 119 122(2) 
Eno1maBMR Cal/West Seeds 
99 94 92 91 83 91 98 
93(7) 
FSG1000BMR Farm Science Genetics 
101 124 110 112rn 
HavklnaBMR Central Farm Suoolv 111 112 91 
97 97 96 92 94 90 80 99 961111 
MonarchV Public 104 96 102 
97 93 98 110 99 82 98
(91 
Ploer Public 90 91 97 9
4 104 10S 89 94 85 81 86 921111 
ProMaxBMR AmoacSeed 95 101 
110 115 96 103 100 11 1 1 ll 106 96 1
04(111 
SS1308MR Cal/West Seeds 
101 103 107 106 110 109 99 
105(7) 
Trudan Headless Chromatin 
118 -
1 Establishment year. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to sp
ecific yearly reports to determine actual forage production. The 2017 Annual
 Grass 
Report contains yield data from 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more tr
ials. 
4 BMR (brown midrib) means that a variety has been developed to produce low
er amounts ofllgnln which usually translates Into higher quality. 
Table 14. Summary of Kentucky sorghum-sudangrass yield trials 2008-2017 (y
lttld shown as a percenta~ of the mHn of the commerdal va,letles In 
th•trlal). 
Lextnoton Princeton 
Proprl•tor/KY 20081.2 2009 2010 201 1 2
012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2017 Mean3 
Varl•IY Distributor 
Alltrlalsare 1 earvl•lds f#trfalsl 
AS6402 BMR64 (Brachvtlc Dwarf! Alta Seeds/Ramer Seed 
91 78 98 89131 
AS6S03 BMR Alta Seeds/Ramer Seed 
96 103 90 96(3) 
AS6504 BMR !Orv Stalk) Alta SeedsJRamer Seed 
105 114 110121 
FSG2088MR Farm Science Genetics 
7S -
FSG 214BMR Farm Science Genetics 
99 108 112 109 107(4) 
FSG 21S8MR Farm Science Genetks 
112 -
Greenarazer V Farm Science Genetics 166 
122 107 92 103 110 11716) 
GW3008MR Gavland Ward Seed 
88 78 88 81 73 101 100 79 86(8) 
HvGaln Turner Seed 104 105 




MS202BMR Farm Science Genetics 
106 -
Nutra-Klnq BMR Gayfand Ward Seed 
110 108 96 108 103(4) 
NutraPlus BMR Public 106 97 94 
103 106 109 106 96 10
218) 
Sordan Headless Chromatin 
105 -
Soecial Effort Public 109 110 93 
94 11 5 120 91 111 105
(8) 
SS211 Southern States 
104 93 114 103 118 111 121 109 109(8
) 
SS220BMR Southern States 
107 84 112 
10113) 
Suroass SMR Turner Seed 81 80 64 
79 84 88 79(6) 
SuoerSuaar Gavland Ward Seed 
102 117 107 125 85 91 105(6) 
SllnPr Sunar SMR Gavland Ward Seed 
107 -
Suoer Suaar fDeJa.-1 Maturlrvl Gavland Ward Seed 
101 82 89 95 92(4) 
Suoer Suaar SterUe Gavland Ward Seed 
94 -
Sweet-For-Ever Gavland Ward Seed 
110 107 81 9913) 
Sweet-For-Ever BMR Gavland Ward Seed 
78 70 77 104 106 77 85(6) 
SweetSlx BMR Gavland Ward Seed 
93 101 91 95(3) 
SweetSlx BMR !Orv Stalk! Gavland Ward Seed 
102 72 103 92131 
Vita.Cane Gavland Ward Seed 
121 -
1 Establishment year. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to sp
ecific yearly reports to determine actual forage production. The 2017 Annual G
rass 
Report contains yield data from 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more tr
ials. 
4 BMR (brown midrib) means that a variety has been developed to produce low
er amounts of Ugnin which usually translates Into higher quality. 
Table 1 S. Summary of Kentucky pearl millet yield trlals 2013-2017 lyleld shown as a percentage of the mean 
of the <ommer<lal varieties In the trlal). 
Lexlnoton Princeton 
Proprietor/KY 20131,2 2014 201S 2016 2017 2017 Mean3 
Varlet¥ Distributor AU trials are 1 vear •lelds lltrlalsl 
FSG 300 Hvbrld Farm Science Genetics 109 99 109 117 10914) 
FSG 315 BMR-4 {Dwarf] Farm Science Genetics 101 102 81 97 95(4) 
Leafv22 Hvbrld Turner Seed 105 124 115 115[3) 
Pennleaf Hvbrld Pennlnoton Seed 93 91 94 96 87 84 91(6l 
PP102M Hybrid Cisco 93 93 90 79 90 77 87(6) 
55501 Southern States 90 99 96 86 94 89 92(6) 
S5635 Southern States 108 112 101 116 94 107 106(6) 
Tltleaf Ill Hybrid Gavland Ward Seed 116 106 108 116 120 114 113(6) 
1 Establishment year. 
i Use this summary table as a guide In making variety declsfons, but refer to specific yearly reports to detefmine 
actual forage production. The 2017 Annual Grass Reporl contains yield data from 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. 
3 Mean only presented when respective varfety was included In two or more trials. 
4 BMR (brown midrib) means that a varfety has been developed to produce lower amounts ofllgnln which usually 
translates Into higher quality. 
Table 16. Summary of Kentucky forage sorghum yleld trlals 2013-2017 (yield shown as a percentage of 
the mean of the commercial varieties In the trl.il). 
Proprietor/KY Lexlnaton Mean3 
Varletv Distributor 20131·2 2014 2015 2016 2017 l#trlalsl 
AF72018MR4 Alta Seed/Ramer Seed 89 81 101 89 90(41 
AF7203 BMR (Brachvtlc Dwarn Alta Seed/Ramer Seed 74 -
AF7401 BMR fBrachvtlc Dwarf) Alta Seed/Ramer Seed 76 94 90 83 86 85{5) 
Emsllemaster Caudill Seed 125 90 101 106 111 107{5) 
F5G114BMR Farm Science Genetics 94 128 93 125 110{4) 
F5G115 BMR fBrachvtlc Owarfl farm Science Genetics 51 31 72 81 59141 
GW2120 Gavland Ward Seed 117 89 113 84 107 104{5) 
GW4008MR Gavland Ward Seed 93 79 128 78 91 94/5) 
GW600BMR Gayland Ward Seed 107 111 90 103(3) 
KFflber-Pro70FS Bvron Seed 65 -
NK300 Chromatin 126 110 101 116 113(4) 
SD1741 BMR Chromatin 133 92 103 81 102(4) 
SllaoeKino BMR (Dwarf) Gavland Ward Seed 48 -
SlloPro BMR (Owarfl Gavland Ward Seed 24 74 49[21 
55405 Chromatin 188 183 207 138 179(4) 
1990 Chromatin 121 89 118 125 113(4) 
1 Establishment year. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine 
actual forage production. The 2017 Annual Grass Report contains yield data from 2013, 2014, 201 S, 201 6, and 
2017. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included in two or more trials. 
4 BMR (brown midrib) means that a variety has been developed to produce lower amounts of lignln which 
usually translates Into higher quality. 
Table 17. Summary of Kentucky teff yield trl.ils 2008-2016 lyleld shown as a percentage of the mean of the commerdal 
v.irtetles In the trl.ill, 
Princeton Lulnaton 
20081,2 2009 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Mean3 
Varletv All trlals are 1 vear Yields l#trl.ilsl 
Corvallis 94 112 81 101 91 101 96 100 110 96 102 99(11l 
Dessie 102 87 99 92 96 94 95 97 101 104 105 97(11) 
Excallber 109 111 109 104 125 108 106 103 109(8) 
Hlohveld 111 115 100 121 106 101 109 103 102 108(9) 
HorseCandi 91 84 99 10S 89 108 94 97 BO 104 82 94(11) 
Moxie 94 96 105 107 101(41 
Pharaoh 95 101 10S 85 106 106 97 101 93 97 94 98111) 
Roolbera 102 107 112 109 113 108 115 102 88 106(91 
Summer Oelklht 90 91 96 88 93 100 119 101 104 98{9) 
Tiffany 102 106 102 93 82 93 102 98 104 97 105 99(111 
VAT1 Brown 89 99 87 91 94 98 104 97 101 96(9) 
Velvet 94 100 97 98 95 103 95 99 100 98{9l 
Witkooe 94 100 93 101 11S 103 101 104 107 102(9) 
1 Establishment year. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specltic yearly reports to determine actual forage 
production. The 2017 Annual Grass Report contains yield data from 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. 
] Mean only presented when respective variety was Included in two or more trials. 
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Table 1 B. Summary of 2002-2017 Kentucky white clover grazing tolerance trlals In Lexington (stand persistence shown
 as a pem,nt of the mean of the 
commercial varieties In the test). 
20021•2 2004 20061 2006 20084 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Means 
Varletv Tvne Proorletor 2vr' 4vr 2vr 2vr 3yr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr
 4vr 3vr 2vr f#trlalsl 
Allee Intermediate Barenbrua USA 59 98 
93 101 88141 
Barblanca Intermediate Barenbruo USA 118 91 151 
120(3) 
Canterbury Dutch Allied Seed 51 93 
72(2) 
Colt Intermediate Seed Research of OR 114 134 122 
12313) 
Crescendo Ladlno Cal/West 84 72 
78(2) 
Durana Intermediate Pennlnaton 83 105 103 115 102 107 126 86 81 113
 107 103(111 
GWC-AS10 - AmpacSeed 77 -
lnsloht Ladlno Allied Seed 77 -
lvorv Intermediate DLF International 132 142 
13712) 
lvorvll Intermediate DLF International 102 -
KoPUII Intermediate AmpacSeed 77 122 96 93 113 112 86 
106 93 100 100(10) 
KY Select Intermediate KY Aar Ex. Sta. 10S 83 
9412) 
Neches - Barenbruo USA 10S -
Patriot Intermediate Pennlnaton 110 137 122 100 111 110 123 102
 132 109 111 11S111) 
Pinnacle Ladlno AllledSeed 87 -
Ramoart - Orearo Seeds 90 -
Reaal Ladlno Public 92 S7 54 93 103 
80(5) 
Reaal Graze Ladino Cal/West 84 87 10S 90 87 93 72 94 81 
102 88 89(11] 
Renovation Intermediate Smith Seed 10
2 100 86 9613) 
Resolute Intermediate Southern States 101 106 6S 
91131 
Seminole Ladlno Saddle Butte Ao. Inc. 75 97 91 
89 85 97(5) 
TIiiman ii ladlno CaudlllSeed 92 -
WBDX Dutch Saddle Butte Ao. Inc. 70 -
Will Ladlno AllledSeed 117 87 107 105 108 143 115 133 15
7 111 103 117(11) 
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences In s
tand persistence between 
varieties. To fmd actual persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year of each specific test. For example, the trial p
lanted in fall 2010 was grazed for 
lour years so the final pen lstence report would be"2014 Red and White Clover Grazing Tolerance Report"archlved In the KY forage w
ebsite at www.uky.edu/Ag/ 
Forage. 
3 This trial was planted In the spring of 2006 due to poor establishment of the fall 2005 planting. 
4 This trial was planted lo the spring of 2008 due to poor establishment of the fall 2007 planting. 
5 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
6 Number of years of clata. 
IB 
'E 
Table 19. Summary of Kentucky alfalfa grazing trials 1998-2017 (st.and persistence shown as a percent of the grazing tolerant Alfagraze), 
Varietv Characteristics1 Lexin<1ton 
Dl5"se Resistance? 19933.4 2000 2000 2001 2004 2005 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Mean5 
Varietv ProDrietor FD Bw Fw An PRR APH 3yr6 2yr 3yr 3vr 4vr 4vr 3vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr ]yr lttrialsl 
A8T350 W-l Research 3 HR HR HR HR HR 46 -
ABT 405 W-l Research 4 HR HR HR HR R 46 100 7312) 
Alfanraze America's Alfalfa 2 MR R MR R 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100(141 
Alfaaraze 300 RR America's Alfalfa 3 HR R HR HR HR llO -
Alfaaraze 600 RR America's Alfalfa 6 - R HR R R 12 -
Ameriaraze 401 +Z America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR R 56 26 85 125 73(4) 
Ameristand 403T America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 141 144 50 91 144 118 65 108(7) 
Ameristand America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR 
403TPlus 
HR HR HR 133 90 112(2) 
Ameristand 407TQ America's Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 136 so 80 89(3) 
Aoollo America's Alfalfa 4 R R R R - 47 17 31 25 36 27 25 17 27 70 55 86 24 37f13l 
Archer Ill America's Alfalfa 5 HR HR HR HR HR 33 83 58121 
Baralfa 54 Barenbrua USA - R HR HR HR HR 78 -
Bultdoa-505 Univ. of GA 5 - HR - R - 144 100 57 100(3) 
FK421 Donlev Seed Co. 4 HR H H H H 100 -
Feast Garst Seeds 3 HR HR HR HR R 87 92 90121 
Gold Plus PGI Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR R 81 -
Grazekina Southern States 5 MR HR HR R s so -
Havarazer Great Plains Research 4 HR HR R R MR 38 -
lnteori[V PGI Alfalfa 4 HR HR HR HR HR 172 -
LeoenDailVS.O Croolan Genetics 3 HR HR HR HR HR 0 87 44(2) 
PGl424 Producers Choice 4 HR HR HR HR HR 45 -
PGI 459 Producers Choice 4 HR HR HR HR HR 17 93 SSl2l 
Pioneer 98 Pioneer 3 HR R HR R - 56 -
ProGro MBSlnc. 4 HR HR R HR MR 81 -
Rebel TaraetSeed 4 HR HR HR HR HR 79 -
Runned TaraetSeed 3 HR HR HR HR HR 146 -
Saranac AR (cert.I Publlc 4 MR R HR LR - 100 -
Soredor 3 Svnaenta 1 HR HR R MR s 75 68 72(2) 
Snredor 4 Svnaenta 2 HR HR HR HR R 25 -
1$4007 Producers Choice 4 HR R HR HR HR 82 -
TS 4010/A4535 Producers Choice 4 HR R HR HR HR 83 145 120 116131 
Triole Trust 450 ABI/America's Alfalfa 5 HR HR HR HR HR 145 -
Winterareen ABI Alfalfa 3 HR HR HR HR R 72 -
WI. 326GZ W-L Research 4 HR HR HR HR HR 88 -
1158rand Monsanto 3 HR HR R HR R 56 85 71121 
5432 Pioneer 4 HR HR - MR - 51 -
1 Variety characteristics: FD"' fall dormancy, Bw " bacterial wilt, Fw" fusarium wilt, An "anthracnose, PRR"' phytophthera root rot APH " apha nomyces root rat. Information provided 
by seed companies. 
i Disease resistance: S "'susceptible, LR"' low resistance, MR"' moderate resistance, R "'resistance, HR"' high resistance. 
3 Year trial was established. 
• Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences in stand persistence between varieties. Ta find actual 
persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year or each specific test. For example, the Lexington trial planted in fall 2011 was grazed for four years so final persistence 
report would be ·2015 Alfalfa Grazing Tolerance Report· archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/ Ag/Forage. 
5 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
6 Number of years of data. 
Ta bit 20. Summary of 2000-2017 Kentucky tall fescut grazing toltranct trials (stand ptrslst
tnct sh awn as a ptrcent of the stand rating of KY 31 + ). 
Lexlnaton Princeton 
20001.2 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2002 Mean
3 
Varlttv ProDrlttor 4vr4 4vr 4vr 4Yr 4Yr 4vr 4vr 4v
r 4vr 4vr 4Yr 4Yr 4YI' 4yr 3yr 4vr (#trlals) 
Advance Maxos Pennlnaton Seed 94 
-
Barlane Barenbn1Q USA 89 75 47 
29 6014} 
BarEllte Barenbruo USA 
96 -
Barolex Barenbruo USA 78 101 86 
88(31 
BarOotlma PLUS E34S BarenbruQ USA 100 97 
98 100 98 100 100 99171 
Bronson AmoacSeed 
98 98 9812) 
Bull Caud111Seed 
96 -
Calunll Smith Seed Services 
98 98 9313) 
Cattle Club Green Seed 93 91 
9212) 
Carmine DLF-Jenks 90 
-
Cowo.lrl Rose Aqrl-Seed 99 
99 9912) 
Festival Plckseed West 100 101 
89 9713) 
Flourish Allied Seed 
98 -
Goliath Amoac Seed 
98 -
Hoedown DLF-Jenks 88 
-
HvMark Fraser Seeds 
95 100 98(2) 
Jesuo MaxQS Pennlnaton Seed 103 97 68 102 
97 97 99 98 100 99 99 99 105 971131 
Johnstone Proseeds 92 
-
KY31+S KY Aarl. Exo Sta. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1
00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100(16) 
KY3P KY Acri. Exo Sta. 98 103 98 100 83 101 1
00 98 99 99 100 100 99 100 105 99115) 
Kokanee AmD.lCSeed 43 
-
Lacefield MaxQ us Pennlnaton Seed 82 102 99 98 
98 97 100 99 97(81 
Maximize Rose Aarl-Seed 99 
-
Nanryo Japanese Grassland 
For.Seed 
100 -
Orvoun - 99 -
Resolute AmoacSeed 23 
-
Select Southern States 107 101 100 100 67 100 93 95
 97 100 100 99 99 99 98 971151 
SS070STFSL Southern States 
100 -
Stararazer Southern States 86 89 
79(41 
Stockman Seed Res. of OR 102 
-
Texoma MaxQ us PennlnQton Seed 88 100 98
 95(3) 
Tuscanvll Seed Res. of OR 101 
-
Verdant Am.Grass Seed 97 
-
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports t
o determine statistical differences In stand persistence between 
varieties. To find actual persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year of each speci
fic trial. For example, the Lexington trlal planted In fall 2010 was 
grazed four years so the final report would be"2014 Cool-Season Grass Grazing Tolerance Repor
t" archived In the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included In two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
5 KY 31- Is the variety KY31 from which the toxic endophyte has been removed. KY31 + contains th
e toxic endophyte. Jesup MaxQ. Advance MaxQ. Texoma MaxQ II, 
and Lacefield MaxQ II contain a non-toxic endophyte. BarOptima PLUS E34 contains a beneficial
 endophyte. The other fescue varieties In this table do not contain an 
endophyte. 
2(1 
Tabla 21. Summary of 200D-2017 Kentucky orchardgrass grazing tolerance trials (stand persistence shown as a percent of the mean of the 
commercial varieties In the trial). 
Lexlnaton Princeton 
20001,i 2001 2002 2003 2004 20053 2007 2009 2010 2011 2012 20133 2014 2002 
Varletv Proprietor 4vr5 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4vr 4Yr 3Yr 4vr 
Abertoo Pennlnoton Seed 38 
Albert Univ. of Wisconsin 115 
Amba DLF-Jenks 71 
Ambrosia Penninoton Seed 94 
Athos DLF-Jenks 93 60 
Benchmark Southern States 118 123 114 133 
Benchmark Plus Southern States 120 152 135 106 106 108 115 146 131 133 
Boone Public 102 
Command Seed Research 81 
of OR 
Crown Rovale DonlevSeed 100 
Crown Rovale Plus DonlevSeed 124 83 
Elise Pure Seed 97 
Hallmark James Vanleeuwen 115 113 83 
Harvestar Columbia Seeds 75 89 94 Sl 57 
Havmate Southern States 53 115 100 118 83 
lntenslv Barenbrua USA 51 
Mammoth DLF-Jenks 115 
Meaablte Turf Seed 77 
Niva DLF-Jenks 76 83 
Persist Smith Seed 138 107 103 100 96 11S 102 121 
Potomac lcertitiedl Publlc 116 119 117 
Prairie Turner Seed 127 121 94 131 96 83 
Prodlav Caudill Seed 109 121 
Profile Scott Seed 116 
Profit AmoacSeed 95 99 102 94 95 80 
Tekaoo AmoacSeed 55 74 118 50 103 95 105 106 80 66 86 100 
Takena 5mlthSeed 99 
Seco Southern States 85 
SS07080GDT Southern States 106 





























2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions, but refer to specific yearly reports ta determine statistical differences In stand persistence 
between varieties. To find actual persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. For example, the Lexington trial planted 
In fall 201 o was grazed four years so the final report would be"2014 Cool-Season Grass Grazing Tolerance Report" archived In the KY Forage website at www. 
uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
J Due to high variation during 2005 and 201 3 trlals these values are not Included In the overall mean. 
4 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included in two or more trials. 
5 Number of years of data. Stand thinning may have been greater for preferred varieties due to closer grazing. See Individual trial tablei for preference ratings. 
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Table 22, Summary of 2000-2017 Kentucky per1nnlal ryegrass and festulollum (FL) grazing tolerance trials In Le1dngton (stan
d 
persistence shown u a percent of the mun of the commercial varieties In the trlal). 
20001,2 2001 2003 2007 2008 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Mun3 
Varletv Tvi,e Pro1>rletor 4vr4 3yr 4yr 4Yr 4yr 4yr 4yr 4Yr 4yr 3yr l#trlillsl 
AGRLP103 - AaResearch USA 128 86 107(2) 
Aries dlolold AmoacSeed 139 -
Barfest fFLl Mf xPR6 Barenbrua USA 116 112 114(2]
 
Boost tetraolold Allied Seed 101 83 9~ 104 
96(4) 
Calibra tetra cl old Olf International 120 88 10412
) 
Cltadel tetraolold DonlevSeed 107 -
Duolfll MFxPR6 AmoacSeed 116 9S 72 90 115 981S)
 
Grand Daddy tetraploid Smith Seed 
Services 
121 82 100 81 103 99 98(6) 
lasso dlolold DLF-Jenks 130 -
Unn diplold Public 112 129 63 
l(certlfiedl 
95 I08 95 103 96 87 99(9) 
Maverick tetraolold AmoacSeed 36 -
Meadow MFxlR6 Pure Seed 15 -
Green ffll 
PayOay tetraplold Mountain View 
Seeds 
101 92 97(2) 
Pollvll tetraolold FSGrowmark 36 68 52121 
Power tetraoloid AmoacSeed 158 107 112 109 89 94 
112(6} 
Quartet tetraolold AmoacSeed 77 59 60/3l
 
Remlnaton tetraolold Barenbrua USA 1)1 118 13S(2
l 




MFxPR6 Rose Agrl-Seed 101 109 115 115 120 112(5) 
TetraGaln tetraolold Pure Seed 112 -
Victorian dlolold Caudill Seed 114 -
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions. but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences in 
stand persistence between varieties. To find actual persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year of each specific trfal. 
For example, the Lexington trlal planted In fall 2010was grazed four years so the final report would be' 2014 Cool-Season Grass Grazing
 
Tolerance Report" archived In the KY Forage website at www uky.edu/ Ag/forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
s Remington PLUS NEA2 contains a non-toxic endophyte. 




Table 23. Summary of 1999-2017 Kentucky tall fescue horse grazing tolerance trials in Lexington (stand persistence shown as a percent of the stand rating of KY 31-). 
19991.l 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 MeanJ 
Variety Proprietor/KY Distributor 3-yr' 4-yr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-yr 4-yr 4-Yr 4-vr 4-vr 4-yr 4-xr 4-xr 4-yr 3-vr (ttrialsl 
BarOotima PLUS E34S Banmbrv_g_ 107 101 101 95 104 99 101(6) 
Bronson AmpacSeed 80 -
Caiun fl Smirh5eed 96 -
Cattle Club Green Seed 95 -
Cowairl Rose Aari-Seed 105 99 102(2) 
Festorina Advanta Seed 102 -
Jesuo MaxQS Penninaton Seed 98 78 104 97 100 101 97 105 98 98(9) 
Johnstone ProSeeds 88 -
KY31+5 KY Agri. Exp.Sta. 105 102 109 120 107 101 101 101 99 105 99 104(11} 
KY3J-S KY Aari. Exp.Sta. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100(15) 
Lacefield MaxQ us Penninaton Seed 105 110 98 104 104(4) 
Nanrvo Japanese Grassland For. Seed Tl -
Seine Seed Research of OR 135 -
Select Southern States 82 109 94 99 73 104 76 108 98 100 101 98 98 97 96(14) 
Stararazer Southern States 70 -
Stockman Seed Research of OR 125 -
1 Year trial was established. 
2 Use this summary table as a guide in making variety decisions. but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differences in stand persistence between varieties. To find 
actual persistence ratings, look in the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. for example, the Lexington trial planted in in fall 2010 was grazed four years so the final 
report would be "2014 Cool-Season Grass Horse Grazing Tolerance Report" archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage. 
3 Mean only presented when respective variety was included in two or more trials. 
4 Number of years of data. 
5 KY 31- is the variety KY31 from which the toxic endophyte has been removed. KY31+contains the toxic endophyte. Jesup MaxQand Lacefield MaxQII contain a non-toxic endophyte. 
BarOptima PLUS E34 contains a beneficial endophyte, but is not recommended in pastures with late tenn mares since it produces low levels of ergovaline. The other fescue varieties in 
this table do not contain an endophyte. 
Table 24, Summary of 1999·2017 Kentucky orchardgrass horse grazing tolerance trials In Lexington (stand persistent• show
n as a 
percentage of the mean of the commerclal varieties In the trial). 
Proprietor/KY 19991., 2000 2001 2002 20053 2006 2009 2010
 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Vartetv Olstrlbutor 3-vrs 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4-vr 4
-vr 4-vr 3-vr 
Albert Univ. of Wisconsin 95 
Amb<osta Amer.Grass Seed Prod. 61 
Benchmark Southern States 104 85 
Benchmark Plus Southern States 111 157 139 111 114 121 121 1
37 101 
Crown Rovale Grassland Oreaon 95 
Crown Rovale Plus Grassland Oreoon 97 
Elise Pure Seed 87 
Havmate Southern States 96 85 97 
Persist SmlthSeed 114 103 101 92 112 1
46 117 
Potomac Publlc 117 
Prairie Turner Seed 100 
Prodtov Caudlll Seed 
54 
Profit AmoacSeed 93 86 92 
78 
SS-07080GDT Southern States 104 
10S 
Tekaoo AmnMSeed 101 115 93 30 92 100 83 
87 63 


















2 Use this summary table as a guide In making variety decisions. but refer to specific yearly reports to determine statistical differe
nces In stand 
persistence between varieties. To find actual persistence ratings, look In the yearly report for the final year of each specific trial. for 
example, the 
Lexington trial planted In In fall 2010wasgrazed four years so the final report would be"2014 Cool-Season Grass Horse Grazing
 Tolerance Report• 
archived in the KY Forage website at www.uky.edu/Ag/forage. 
J Due to high variation during 200S these values are not Included In the overall mean. 
4 Mean only presented when respective variety was Included In two or more trials. 
s Number of years of data. 
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